Secure Storage for Casino
Gaming Applications

Storage and Suitability
With the increased popularity of the gaming industry, gaming manufacturers are
producing machines equipped with built-in security and the latest in high-performance
computer technology. Games must have continuous play, sensitive algorithms, and high
volumes of monetary transactions that must be authenticated with data accessibility.
Technical standards, security design, and game play data are key for government
regulations and requirements.
Innodisk is committed to providing OEMs and the best ﬂash storage solutions that
meet the security demands in the gaming industry. Innodisk guarantees a longevity of
support for our reliable high performance products that remain compliant with
gaming regulations.
Innodisk’s gaming storage and security features are not limited to standard products.
Innodisk’s experienced in-house ﬁrmware team customizes ﬁrmware that meet security
demands and adapts solutions in accordance to local regulations and a customer’s
speciﬁc requirements.

Our storage and memory products are suitable for:
•

Slot machines

•

Lottery

•

Arcade games

•

Tablet games

•

Multiplayer games

Innodisk security features for gaming machines:
•

Write protection security features
provide a hardware based mechanism
for data protection

•

Partition of Storage function solves
security audit, or compliance issues for
shared storage management

Products and Features
Innodisk storage and memory products are available with conformal coating for
operational and environmental protection and temperatures ranging from -40ºC - 85ºC.

Model

Key
Features

2.5” SATA SSD 3ME3

Compact Flash 1SE

CFast 3ME3

USB 2ME Write Protect

• 2.5” SATA III solution

• iSMART disk health monitoring

• Innovative Firmware Algorithm

• Write protect jumper feature

• 7mm height mechanical design

• Intelligent error recovery system

• DRAM-less, no data loss

• Low power consumption

• iSMART disk health monitoring

• Excellent data transfer speed

• Excellent random performance

• Wear-Leveling supported

• High IOPS

• Mechanical design for

• Supports TRIM/NCQ/SMART

• 30µ" golden ﬁnger

• DRAM-less, no data loss

anti-vibration

• Built in iData Guard

• Built in iData Guard

Model

Key
Features

SATADOMTM SV 3ME3

SATA Slim 3ME3

DDR4 2400 SO-DIMM

DDR3 1600 SO-DIMM

• Best boot drive solution

• SATA III solution

• Capacities: 4/8/16GB

• Capacities: 2/4/8/16GB

• SATA 6Gb/s interface

• Innovative Firmware Algorithm

• Speeds: 2133/2400 MT/s

• Speeds: 1333/1600/1866 MT/s

• High IOPS

• DRAM-less, no data loss

• Voltage: 1.2V

• Voltages: 1.35/1.5V

• DRAM-less, no data loss

• Excellent random performance

• Pins: 260

• Pins: 204

• Innovative Firmware Algorithm

• Supports TRIM/NCQ/SMART

• 8 bit pre-fetch

• 8 bit pre-fetch

• Anti-vibration mechanical design

• Built in iData Guard

• 3µ" golden ﬁnger

• 3µ" golden ﬁnger

• Built in iData Guard

• iSMART disk health monitoring

• RoHS Compliant

• RoHS Compliant

• Compatible with

• Wide Temperature available

• Wide Temperature available

• Conformal Coating available

• Conformal Coating available

• Side ﬁll available

• Side ﬁll available

JEDEC MO-297 standard

About Innodisk
Innodisk is the worldwide leading technical h ardware and service provider of ﬂash memory,
embedded peripherals, and DRAM products for industrial and enterprise applications.
Innodisk leverages in-house engineering and R & D expertise with a dedicated ﬁrmware
team. With our factory and ofﬁces located worldwide, we are committed to serving our
customers and business partners with “Absolute Service.” Innodisk offers comprehensive
service and support, cost effective products, unique form factors, and tailored ﬁrmware
designs. With satisﬁed customers across multiple business segments, we have set ourselves
apart with a commitment to dependable products and unparalleled service.
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About Innodisk
Innodisk is a service-driven provider of industrial
embedded flash and DRAM modules, Server DRAM,
embedded peripherals products and technologies,
with a focus on the enterprise, industrial, cloud,
and aerospace and defense applications.
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Company Snapshot
Founded

2005

Capital

USD$ 21.3M

Revenue

USD$ 150M (2016)

Employees

482

Intellectual Patents

60

Production Capacity

800K / Month

Product Lines

Industrial-grade flash, DRAM,
Server DRAM, and
embedded peripherals

Branch Offices

USA / Europe / Japan / China

Certifications

ISO 9001 / ISO 14001 /IECQ QC
080000

XiZhi District,
New Taipei City

REVENUE
150M
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Milestone
Founded in Neihu
Technology Park

2005

Listed on GTSM
Embedded Peripherals BU Set Up
Cloud Storage Technology Center Set Up
SMT Line Set Up
Merged with Jmau
Technology

Expanded to
Xizhi Office
(HQ)

2007

Acquired Actica Inc.
Established China Branch

2013

2011

2009

Listed as Asia's top 200
Best Under A Billion by
Forbes

2015

Established
Firmware Team

Intel Approved
Microsoft Partner
InnoRobust

Concentrated on the
Embedded Industry

SATADOM™
Best Choice

2006
Expanded to Nangang Office
ERP Implementation

2008

2016

2010

Established Japan Branch

ISO9001 Certification
Established USA Branch

2012
2014
Established European Office
in the Netherlands

Set up SMT line for
expanding production
capacity
Became Intel® IoT
Solution Partner

Moved to New Office in Xizhi
Established Aetina Subsidiary
Established AccelStor Subsidiary
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Global Operation and Support

European
(Eindhoven)
N. America
(Fremont)

Beijing

New Jersey

Shanghai
China
(Shenzhen)

480
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EMPLOYEES

BRANCHES

Japan
(Tokyo)

Taipei
Headquarters

8
SUPPORT
CENTERS
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Culture and Values
Absolute Service™
Service is not just what we do. It’s who we are.

CAN

not Can’t

KEEP

Improving

Today’s global economy
is ever-changing, and
we take great pride in
being extremely nimble.

Improvement and
innovation are not just
buzzwords to us. They’re
something we live and
breathe every day.

LISTEN
Response

STAY
Nimble

Being responsive to our
customers is not just
important —
it’s essential.

We take on big customer
challenges and creatively
develop solutions.
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Our Advantages
With over 60 product design patents,
we develop innovative technology that
enhances and benefits industrial
applications.

Intellectual
Property

All Innodisk products are manufactured in
our own industrial-grade factory. To be
more specific, we utilize advanced
production technology in both
pre- and post-production stages to improve
the protection of components.

Firmware
Team

Our in-house firmware team
has years of customization
experience.
This dedicated team
responds quickly and
accurately to customer
requests and delivers highly
reliable tailor-made
solutions.

Purpose-Built
Factory
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Subsidiaries and Product Lines

DRAM
Embedded / Wide Temp./ Coating / Server

Accelstor
FlexiArray™ SE110

Product
Lines

Flash
SATADOM / ServerDOM™ /mSATA…

Aetina
Industrial Graphic Cards

EP

mPCIe Storage / Communication /
Display Modules / RAID Cards
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Flash – Complete Storage Solutions
PCIe

SD

PATA

USB
SATA
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DRAM – Purpose-built Memory Modules
DDR4 2400 DIMM
DDR4 2400 SO-DIMM

DDR4 2400 LR DIMM
DDR4 2667 R-DIMM

DDR4 2400 Mini DIMM VLP

DDR4 MT 45µ” SODIMM

DDR3 1600 Mini DIMM VLP

DDR4 XR-DIMM

DDR4 2400 ECC DIMM

DDR4 2400 WT DIMM

DDR4 2400 ECC SO-DIMM

DDR4 2400 WT SO-DIMM
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EP – Micro-expansion for System Upgrade
Supports RAID 0/1
RAID Monitoring Tool

SATA 6Gb/s USB 3.0

Converter

VGA, HDMI, LVDs
Graphic card

CANBus / DIO / Serial
Gbe LAN / POE
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Our Expertise and Service Support
Embedded

SemiIndustrial

Vertical
Markets

MissionCritical

Cloud
Applications

IPC

POS

Gaming

Aerospace

Server

Automation

Kiosk

Medical

Defense

Surveillance

Digital Signage

Networking

HPC

Security / Endurance
Customization / Longevity Support
BOM Control / Firmware Support
Product Performance and Reliability
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Software Implementation

iService™

iService™ is a dedicated software service for industrial systems

Windows & Linux
Customized and
validated O.S.
image for various
platforms and
systems

iSmart™ &
iCover™
Turn-key
solutions that
delivers robust,
high-quality,
customized
applications

Platform Monitor
A Cloud
management tool
that allows the
user to easily
monitor the system
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Proprietary Technology
A patent technology used to eliminate the need for power
cables, which makes SSDs more shock-resistant and
better suited for extreme environments.

60
PATENTS

An exclusive technology that provides longer-lasting and
more reliable performance than conventional MLC NAND
flash by leveraging our firmware know-how.
A powerful health monitoring tool that allows system
integrators to track disk information, such as
temperature, storage space, bad blocks and lifespan all
on one platform.
Data protection technology built into SSDs for
mission critical applications.
Provides a mechanism to instantaneously
discharge data stored in temporary volatile DRAM
buffers to ﬂash storage, ensuring the safety of data
during power failures.
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Strategic Partners
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Forbes Asia’s 200 Best

Innodisk was listed as one
of Asia’s 200 Best
Companies Under A Billion
in Forbes.
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Partner Endorsement
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Partner Endorsement
In 2012, Innodisk SATADOM was recommended by Intel and exclusively applied
to the Romley server platform
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Our Factory
Our industrial-grade factory ensures consistent
product quality and provides flexible production
that caters to our customers’ needs, as well as
increasing productivity, and providing on-time
delivery and a steady product output.
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Production Capacity and Certifications
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New Manufacturing Site at Yi-Lan

Lot Size

10,000
Sq. Meter

Floor Area (4 floors)

12,000
Sq. Meter

1st Stage Capacity

Maximum Capacity

SMT x 4

SMT x 12

600K

1.8M
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Production Flow

Solder Paste Print

Reflow Machine

• Live time temp monitoring
• Nitrogen Process

Solder Paste Inspection

Reflow Machine

• Every piece undergoes
inspection

High Speed Mounter

Reflow Machine

• First article review for
every lot
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Production Flow

Side Fill Technology

Increases robustness of BGA

Router Cutting

Smoother cutting, increased reliability

All products will
pass stringent
vibration tests
Vibration Test

R/W Test

Firmware Installation
Efficiently operated through
bar code system

Quality Control

• Cold Boot up test
• Temp Cycling test
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Production and Quality Control System

IQC

SMT- Printing

SMT- SPI

PQC

Packing

Warehouse

SMT-Reflow

MP

Vibration

SMT- Mounting

FT / Burn-in
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Quality Gating Technique - SPI
•

World’s fastest inspection speed; up to 200 cm2/sec @ 15 µm

•

Shadow free Fringe Pattern lighting technology

•

Optical resolution 10 µm or 15 µm

Easier to judge pass or fail
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SMT Tracking System
Tracking system that saves all records within production process
What do we need from the
Customer?
The Customer just needs to
provide Sales dep. with PO
number
What can Innodisk can offer?
1. We can switch from PO
number to production number
internally
2. By entering production
number, the system can
display date, time, operator,
parts and date code(material).

If parts are changed during SMT process, the information will be recorded as well
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The Benefit We Offer
Fixed BOM

Technical
Support
Provides local
service through
regional service
centers

In-house
Firmware
Team
Provides
responsive,
dedicated, and
solutions-driven
support

Industrial-grade
factory

Ensures consistent
product quality to
support customer
validations

Responsiveness

Longevity
Support
Provides long product
supply to support
customer’s businesses

Quickly recognizes
customer challenges
and delivers timely
solutions

Full quality control
through in-house
production and
testing

Customization
Fulfills customer
requests quickly with
reliable tailor-made
solutions

Financial
Stability
A listed company with
the Taiwan stock
market (GTSM: 5289)
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Our Successful Stories
We have amassed a host of successful cases in
vertical markets by understanding customer
requirements and providing timely responsive
solutions.
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Heavy Write Loads with an Economic Solution
The Situation
A customer in the gaming industry chose MLC SSD for boot loading and a data storage application in digital casino slot machines.
When testing and simulating the usage environment, we found the write workload reached 6,000 program erase cycle in three
months, which surpassed the MLC SSD’s regular lifespan.
The Solution
Although SLC is considered as an ideal solution for solving heavy write loads, it carries a comparatively high cost. Innodisk‘s
proprietary iSLC SSDs solves this by elevating MLC based technology to reach near SLC level performance. Our iSLC can surpass
20,000 Program/Erase (P/E) cycles on average, which is a drastic increase in lifespan compared to MLC based drives.
The Result
Innodisk’s iSLC technology presents a cost-effective, high-performing solution that easily solves the challenges of heavy write loads.
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Write Protect Jumper Solution for a Technology Company in the Gaming Industry
The Situation
A technology company located in Las Vegas, specializes in digital slot machines within the gaming industry. They used a consumerbased solution for a USB thumb drive used to verify information and record data, knowing that the life cycle can only sustain 3-6
months. However, this company needed an extension of the product life cycle for 3-5 years with additional data protection.
The Solution
The Innodisk team provided a tailored solution that allowed write protect to be enabled via a jumper inserted into the USB thumb
drive. This allowed the user to record data. It put the thumb drive in a read only mode when removed. We fulfilled the security
product requirement and the desired product life cycle by tailoring the jumper product and the industrial-grade product.
The Result
Because of commitment to match solutions with needs, this customer continues to rely on us for their memory and storage and
remains one of our top 5 accounts in the gaming industry.
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High Performance and Capacity boot up storage device for Server Applications
The Situation
A North American enterprise storage customer approached Innodisk needing a boot up driver for their DATA Center storage system.
They wanted a lower cost compact size boot up storage with high performance and product support for 3 years. They were using
NVDIMM as the boot up device, but needed to add more memory to their system.
The Solution
To meet customer’s expectations, our R&D team fine-tuned the random re-write performance, which improved the IOPS
performance. The systems running two SATADOM™s required a custom power cable connecting both devices via phone power
connector. Therefore, our firmware team modified the standard firmware and ensured the power safely by providing to two
SATADOM’s. Many steps went into securing the customer’s expectation and all were achieved.
The Result
The customer was under pressure to find a viable solution. Our R&D team demonstrated their commitment to understanding the
customer’s applications and provided a solution. Because of our timely responsiveness, this project allowed us to extend our
business with additional projects.
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Absolute Service™ Strengthens Long-Term Partnership
The Situation
The medical industry has strict regulations to protect patient privacy. A European customer integrated our mSATA SLC 16GB
product into their medical tablets. The device required high-level data security protection, such as “data erase” when password
input failed, or a “device lock” for when an unauthorized attempt occurred.
The Solution
Innodisk has dedicated firmware team that provides tailor-made solutions, which adhere to the strict requirements of the medical
industry. This support services allowed for an extensive collaboration with the customer, further cementing our professionalism and
commitment to our “Absolute Service” mantra of “Can, not Can’t, Listen and Respond, Stay Nimble, Keep Improving”.
The Result
We teamed up with the customer and provided prompt services, while also managing intricate government regulations. Our ability
to customize hardware and firmware make us a responsive solutions provider for any industrial and embedded application.
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